The resistance noise of random conductor-insulator mixtures is studied in the case where the insulators have a small but finite conductance. 
I. INTRODUCTION The problem of finding the macroscopic resistance fluctuations in composite materials, given the microscopic resistance fluctuations, was found to have far-reaching experimental and theoretical consequences. In the conductor-insulator mixture, the cumulants of the macroscopic resistance fluctuations are related to the cumulants of the microscopic resistance fluctuations of the underlying microscopic conducting units through the moments of the current distribution. ' These moments were shown to scale at the percolation threshold with an infinite number of independent exponents. ' The presence of an infinite set of exponents was first discovered in the context of turbulence by Mandelbrot. An analogous behavior was subsequently found in percolation, ' localization, various growth models, such as diffusionlimited aggregation, and dynamical systems.
In percolation the situation is particularly interesting because the whole hierarchy of exponents is in principle experimentally accessible through measurements of the noise. ' It is therefore important to introduce more realistic models. In doing so, it turns out that one also confronts some rather basic questions of principle. The socalled continuum corrections problem, " ' is an example of this drive for more realistic models. Here we would like to address the experimentally relevant problem of a small but finite conductance for the insulators. ' ' This problem turns out to be intimately connected to the following theoretical question: Given that we need an infinite number of exponents to describe the current distribution at the percolation threshold, do we also need an infinite number of crossover exponents when the perturbation h associated with the finite conductance of the insulators is turned on? This question is also related to whether there is a single correlation length or an infinity of correlation lengths in rnultifractals.
We have previously proposed' two general homogeneity relations, one for the noise originating from the imperfect insulators and the other for the noise originating from the conductors. In this paper we give details of the Migdal-Kadanoff renorinalization-group (RG) calculations which lead to the proposed homogeneity relations and we also present the results we have previously announced ' for the corresponding problem in the superconductor-conductor mixture where we allow a small but finite resistance for the superconductors.
In much the same way as in the conductor-insulator problem, we propose two general homogeneity relations, one for the noise coming from the superconductors and the other for the noise coming from the conductors. Kulek' has recently arrived at conclusions similar to ours. All our results can be well described by a single crossover exponent for the variable h, in contrast with the proposal of 45 755 1992 
They also obey for n &0, 
where it is understood that the operators will be linearized and that they are difFerent when they operate on different quantities (bond occupation, resistance, etc. 
The summation over m and the prefactor in Eq. (18) 
where H(L) =R~{L)/R Np(L), the ratio of the resistance of PS to the resistance of NPS. We will see that this is one of the important parameters of our problem. It controls the amount of current drawn from the percolating regions into the nonpercolating regions. The operators R!! {b) and R, (b) have the same expression as in (23) and (24) 
where A and D are of order one and depend on n and p, . (21) and (22) we obtain
where
The operators R))(b) and R, (b) have the same expression when they operate on SNp(n, L). Going through the same steps as before we find the analogs of (25) and (26): the resistance of the NPS. H(L) has a well-defined scal-
where E and F are of order one and depend on n and p, .
The initial values are now 6)p(n, 1)=1, Sp(n, 1)=0, SNp(n, 1)=0, and SNp(n, 1)=1. Equation (25) is easy to analyze because Gp(n, L) is always larger than GNp(n, L). Indeed, for PS, the current tends to concentrate on the spanning cluster of good conducting bonds, whereas for the NPS, some of the current has to Aow in the bad conductors, leaving less current on the good conductors. The last term of (25) (x, +y, ) . This exponent or a trivially related one has been introduced before. ' Our notation does not quite follow the standard one in critical phenomena but is identical to that in Ref. 14 and in our previous paper. ' Reading the relevant parameters from Eqs. (25) and (26) we then suggest the following generalized homogeneous function for the moments of the currents in the conductors:
Gp(n, L, bp, h)=A, "Gp(n, L/A, , bp/A, ',hA~) , (32) where bp=~p -p,~w ith absolute values to treat both p ) p, and p &p, . Equation (29) P+y"= 2nx-, -z", which implies 2n P +y"+x"= 2nx-, -z"+x"~0using (11) 
Going through the same steps we find C~(n, L, bp, h)=c, (n)A, "G~(n, L/A, , bp/A '~, hA~)+c2(n)A"(hp&),~"B~(n, L/p, ppjp '~', hp&) . The special case n =1 gives the macroscopic resistance Rp(L, hp, h ) 
(39) (40) The expression in brackets can be taken as a single scaling function since the second term in (40} can be seem as a contribution to the expansion in h A,~of the overall sealing function. In other words, (40) reduces to a single scaling function of the usual variables, in contrast with the cases n 2 in (39) and (41) (below). This point is discussed further in Sec. V. Continuing our analysis, the cumulant of MiCF of the NPS is, similarly to the PS case, SNp(n, L, bp, h)=c2(n)A, "SNp(n, L/A, , bp/A, '~, hk~)+c, (n)A, "(hA&) "SNp(n, L/A, , bp/A, '~, hA~) . (41) The case n = 1 now gives the macroscopic conductance Equations (39) and (41) For the nonpercolating samples, we set r, = h, and r~= I and a unit voltage is applied on the two hyperplanes.
First we discuss the results of the simulations in dimension 2. Figure 1 shows L "Gp(n, L, p =p"h ) and L "(hL~) "Bp(n, L, p =p"h) as a function of hL~for n =1, 2, 3. Figure 2 shows L "(hL~) "SNp(n. , L, p =p"h) and L "SNp(n, L, p =p"h) as a function of hLf or n =1, 2, 3. 
where Gp Bp GNp BNp are scaling functions and where we have used Eqs. (39) - (42) and extracted the L dependence of the relative noise of both the good and bad conductors. The exponent a = v (d -x2+2x, ) , is as defined in Refs. 1 and 2 and x'=v(d -z2+2zi) is the analogous exponent for the superconductor-conductor case. At pWp, and h =0 the functions GNP and Bi, vanish. One should remember that in the infinite-size limit, it is the result (43) for the percolating clusters which applies at p ) p, and the one (44) for the nonpercolating one which applies at p (p, . However, at h finite, both results have to reduce to the same finite value at p =p, . From this requirement we find
here g and b are constants. The ratios of microscopic quantities c, (2)/r, and c2(2)/r2 could introduce trivial h dependencies which have nothing to do with the percolation problem itself. Note that the equality of (43) (43) and (44) at finite h implies rela- take the following realistic conductance probability distribution: (or equivalently x"and y"or z"and w") defined at the fixed point where the ratio of the small to the large microscopic resistance, h, vanishes. The exponents x"arise naturally in the conductor-insulator problem, and the exponents z" in the superconductor-conductor problem.
Only one exponent is attached to the resistance ratio h, rejecting the fact that there is a single correlation length in the multifractal problem. ' ' The uniqueness of this correlation length is planned to be discussed further elsewhere.
The exponents x"and z" for n 2 are associat- 
